Room temperature methoxylation in zeolites: insight into a key step of the methanol-to-hydrocarbons process Neutron scattering methods probing mobility and vibrational spectra uncover complete ambient methoxylation in commercial methanol-to-hydrocarbons catalyst H-ZSM-5, not observed in commercial zeolite HY. The study highlights the unique capabilities of neutron scattering for gaining insight into key steps of catalytic processes. Neutron scattering methods observed complete room temperature conversion of methanol to framework methoxy in a commercial sample of methanol-to-hydrocarbons (MTH) catalyst H-ZSM-5, evidenced by methanol immobility and vibrational spectra matched by ab initio calculations. No methoxylation was observed in a commercial HY sample, attributed to the dealumination involved in high silica HY synthesis.
Since the seminal publication of Chang and Silvestri, 1 the zeolite catalyzed conversion of methanol to hydrocarbons (MTH) has been intensively studied, with the first commercialization of the MTH process in New Zealand in 1985. 2 Recent demand for light olefins has also made conversions such as the methanolto-olefins (MTO) process highly desirable. [3] [4] [5] [6] There has been a significant amount of research, theoretical and experimental studying mechanistic processes in this set of reactions. [7] [8] [9] One early step in the reaction mechanism is the formation of framework methoxy species after initial physisorption of methanol through H-bonding to the zeolite Brønsted acid site. [10] [11] [12] In the MTO process, methoxy groups have been proposed to form ethene directly, [13] [14] [15] while other studies also support the methoxy group being the starting point for initial C-C bond formation, leading to intermediate alcohols and ethers before higher hydrocarbons. 16 However, studying such species is difficult, as under reaction conditions secondary reactions dominate rapidly. 17 Framework methoxylation at elevated temperatures has been observed by in situ FT-IR [18] [19] [20] correlating with the onset of hydrocarbon formation. Solid state NMR 21 has shown a variety of surface methoxy groups formed between 493-533 K, with other studies showing their role in dimethylether formation. 22 Framework methoxy stability studies in H-ZSM-5, HY and SAPO-34 (with varying Si/Al ratios and thus different acidic content), concluded that formation was very favourable at 393-473 K upon constant removal of water, 23 but rapid hydrolysis and reformation of methanol occurred under ambient conditions. At ambient temperatures, only partial methoxylation of H-ZSM-5 has been proposed using IR 24 and also in HY 25 (Si/Al = 1.86) with maximum methoxylation occurring at ca. 403 K. Quantum mechanical simulations have studied framework methoxylation using small silicate clusters, [26] [27] [28] [29] with periodic DFT calculations in the ferrierite framework 30 and ab initio molecular dynamics used in chabazite 31 and H-ZSM-5. 32 All of these measure at higher temperatures, or have concluded notable barriers to total methoxylation, suggesting that elevated temperatures are necessary, with the case further supported by other computational studies highlighting the part played by entropy in forming this intermediate at higher temperatures. 33, 34 Using quasielastic neutron scattering (QENS), inelastic neutron scattering (INS) spectroscopy, and density functional theory (DFT) calculations, we report the complete conversion of methanol and framework hydroxyls to framework methoxy species on adsorption into a commercial H-ZSM-5 sample at room temperature. This was not observed in zeolite HY which is less suitable for MTH catalysis (even though it is used extensively as an acidic fluid catalytic cracking catalyst); where despite the sample having the same composition (Si/Al = 30) the methanol remains intact, in contrast to partial methoxylation observed in a low silica (Si/Al = 1.86) sample. 25 Unlike H-ZSM-5, to reach Si/Al = 30 the HY sample must be dealuminated by steaming to bring higher heat stability and Brønsted acidity, giving way to framework defects such as terminal hydroxyls and silanol nests (of lower Brønsted acidity). [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] The rapid, complete conversion in H-ZSM-5 shows that elevated temperatures are not required for this step in active catalysts, but also suggests a Department of Chemistry, Materials Chemistry, University College London, that the dealumination procedure necessary for heat stable faujasite zeolites inhibits this step.
We first probe the mobility of the methanol in the two zeolites at 298 K using QENS, which can provide detailed information on both translational and rotational motion, especially in the case of methanol in zeolites. [42] [43] [44] The diffusivity is measured from the broadening of the QENS peak as a function of neutron momentum transfer vector Q. Experimental details can be found in the ESI. † The QENS spectra are shown in Fig. 1 at Q = 0.9 Å À1 . The broadening at 298 K compared to the resolution spectra taken at 5 K in the HY system is consistent with significant movement. However, the distinct lack of broadening in H-ZSM-5 system at all Q values (shown in ESI †) suggests that the methanol molecules are not moving on the instrumental time scale. Indeed, the close fit to the resolution spectra suggests that virtually all the methanol protons remain static, indicating that the methanol is immobilized due to methoxylation. This immobility strongly supports the complete conversion to the immobilized framework bound methoxy species. Detailed analysis of the diffusion behavior of methanol in zeolite HY will be reported subsequently. The observations also suggest that water forms instantly and is removed in the gas stream, as any water inside the framework would give a strong quasielastic signal from rotational/translational motions.
INS, superior to optical techniques in this case due to the clear visibility of low energy vibrational modes and lack of absorbance by the framework structure, was then used to probe the species present in both zeolites at 298 K. Details on the zeolite samples, and INS experiments can be found in the ESI. † The vibrational spectra obtained are depicted in Fig. 2 showing high energy (a and c) and low energy (b and d) data for methanol in HY (top) and H-ZSM-5 (bottom). The methanol reference spectrum contains bands of the OH deformation at 747 cm À1 , the CH 3 rocking mode at 1160 cm À1 , the CH bend at 1494 cm À1 and the CH and OH stretches at 2988 and 3259 cm À1 respectively. In the low energy spectra, the OH deformation is resolved into a doublet with bands at 713 and 777 cm À1 . In the bare zeolites, the acidic OH stretching bands are observed Fig. 1 QENS spectra obtained of methanol loaded in zeolites H-ZSM-5 and HY at Q = 0.9 Å at 298 K, ( ) represents the resolution data taken at 5 K. The close fit to the resolution function in H-ZSM-5 suggests immobilization, supporting framework methoxylation unlike the significant broadening in HY suggesting intact diffusing methanol. Fig. 2 INS spectra obtained of methanol ( ), the empty dehydrated zeolite ( ) and methanol loaded into the zeolite ( ) at incident energies of 650 meV (a and c) and 250 meV (b and d). Disappearance of the OH deformation at 747 cm À1 and stretch at 3259 cm À1 is observed upon adsorption of methanol into H-ZSM-5, whereas the CH 3 rocking mode, CH bend and CH stretches persist. This disappearance is not observed upon adsorption into HY suggesting preferential methoxylation in H-ZSM-5.
at 3660 and 3720 cm À1 in H-ZSM-5 and HY respectively. OH deformations are observed at 1095 cm À1 in both zeolites. After loading the methanol into HY, the methanol OH deformation is slightly shifted (Fig. 2(a) ) and exhibits a significant broadening in the lower energy vibrational spectrum ( Fig. 2(b) ) consistent with H-bonding, probably due to H-bonding with framework OH groups. The methanol OH stretch and the framework OH stretch bands appear combined with the CH stretch due to downshifting, again due to H-bonding of methanol with the framework. In contrast, on loading of methanol into H-ZSM-5, the methanol OH deformation is not present in either the high or low energy spectra. The methanol OH stretch at 3259 cm À1 is also not observed after adsorption as shown in Fig. 2(c) ; the framework OH stretch is also difficult to observe.
The disappearance of all OH groups upon adsorption into H-ZSM-5, and the persistence of the CH 3 deformation and stretch modes would suggest the complete conversion of methanol to framework methoxy at 298 K. Notably, no absorptions corresponding to water are observed in either system. Upon condensation, a strong OH stretch at 3600 cm À1 , bend at 1600 cm À1 and broad librational mode around 600 cm À1 would be expected to emerge. The absence of water is to be expected for the HY system as the zeolite is dehydrated and then loaded with methanol using a He/methanol gas stream. However the H-ZSM-5 system might be expected to show bands associated with water, the product of the condensation reaction. The absence of these bands suggests that the methoxylation is almost instantaneous on loading of methanol into the dehydrated zeolite, with the He/methanol stream carrying away any water formed, leaving behind the methoxylated zeolite, rather than the process taking place on a longer time scale inside the sealed can. This explanation indicates an unhindered methoxylation step in this catalyst at room temperature.
To confirm our assignment, DFT calculations were used to calculate the vibrational spectra of the empty protonated zeolite and the framework bound methoxy species. The calculated spectra were weighted for neutron scattering cross section to generate theoretical INS spectra. The calculations were performed for zeolite Y, which owing to its higher symmetry is more computationally tractable. The dependence of the spectroscopic features of the methylated framework oxygen are not expected to show significant sensitivity to the framework structure. The empty HY structure is shown in Fig. 3(a) and the methoxylated HY structure in Fig. 3(b) . Full simulation details are in the ESI. † Fig. 4 shows the experimental and theoretical INS spectra. There is very close agreement for both systems with calculated adsorption bands of the OH stretch and deformation in the empty HY system calculated at 3624 and 1117 cm À1 respectively. The calculated methoxylated spectrum also gives close agreement with experiment, with the CH stretch at 3055 cm À1 and the CH bend and CH 3 rocking mode calculated at 1428 and 1126 cm À1 respectively. The agreement coupled with the immobilisation in the QENS measurements confirms the room temperature methoxylation in the H-ZSM-5 framework, in contrast to the inactivity observed in HY.
In summary, using QENS, INS and DFT simulations we observed the total conversion of methanol and framework hydroxyls to framework methoxy, and therefore completion of an early step of the MTH/MTO reaction in H-ZSM-5 at room temperature. This conclusion was supported through the observed immobilization of methanol upon adsorption into H-ZSM-5 using QENS and the absence of hydroxyl related absorptions from the INS spectra. These spectra show agreement with DFT calculations of spectra generated of the methoxylated zeolite. Room temperature methoxylation was not observed in the catalytically less applicable zeolite HY of the same Si/Al ratio (brought to this composition through steam dealumination), where methanol was highly mobile upon adsorption and the hydroxyl bands persisted in the INS spectrum. The absence of water in the H-ZSM-5 system suggests very rapid methoxylation of the framework, with water removal in the He/methanol gas stream during dosing as opposed to methoxylation over an extended period in the sealed system.
These observations provide strong evidence that the initial framework methoxylation step of the MTH process takes place rapidly at ambient temperatures in an active catalyst, and that despite sharing the same Si/Al ratio, the defects produced through the necessary dealumination process of faujasites Fig. 4 Experimental spectra of the methoxylated ZSM-5 system ( ), and the empty zeolite system ( ) with the calculated spectra of the methoxylated zeolite ( ) and the empty zeolite ( ). Close agreement between the calculated experimental spectra support the case for ambient framework methoxylation.
can diminish this methoxylation capability. Future work will elaborate on ZSM-5, probing the effect of differing Si/Al ratio in as-synthesised commercial samples on methanol reactivity. Our results also illustrate the power of the combination of neutron scattering with modelling techniques in probing dynamical and mechanistic aspects of catalytic processes.
